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Easily, Lazy

Chorus

C7  Fm7/C  Fm7/E  Amin7  E46b  E606b  E9  E7  Amin7  G#7  C#7  E7/Gb

Coda

C63  D67  Cm7  D67/C  G7  C63  D67/C  D67/C  G7/C  C63
Opt. for Solos

[Cmaj7] [Dmin7/C] [D♭/C] [Cmaj7]

[Fmaj7] [Fmin7] [D♭/F] [Cmaj7]

[Amin7] [Emin7] [B⁰] [D♭/F] [C] [Fmaj7] [G7sus4] [G7(b9)]

After Solos, back to Chorus